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Madrigals Named Top Chattanooga Event
Rachel Powell
News Editor
Recently named one of the top
events in Chattanooga and highly
acclaimed by the Chattanooga
Covenant’s annual
Free Press, Covenant's
thoumadrigal dinner sold over a thou
sand tickets to a full house over
its three evening performance.
The performance is expected to
produce a net of $4,000 to $5,000
this year.
Directed by Dr. John Hamm
since 1969, Madrigals was origiorigi
nally a sit-down dinner followed
by a musical presentation. Now
"moveMadrigals has become a “movemu
able feast with interludes of musical fanfare and entertainment by
elaborately costumed lords, lala
dies, jesters, and musicians for
hours,” noted the
. the full three hours,"
Chattanooga Free Press.

The dinner is modeled after
Renaissance and Elizabethan-era
entertainment. Dinners and feasts
then consisted of short segments
tertainm ent and quick
quick
entertainment
of en
changes of mood. Covenant’s
Covenant's
m
adrigal dinner is patterned
patterned
madrigal
closely after this. Sober music
by the ensemble is immediately
followed by a few tricks of the
jester, and may follow several
singsongs from the Madrigal sing
ers—nothing
ers-nothing lasts for more than
fifteen minutes at a time.
“It is structured in such a way
"It
that people do not realize they
have spent three hours there,”
there;' said
Dr. Hamm. “We
"We keep things
moving continually in order to
enkeep people entertained the en
tire time. From bringing out food,
to short singing segments, to
music by the ensemble, to the
interaction of the host, everything

varied."
is quick and varied.”
Overall, Hamm believes the
performance went .well. "I
“I was
really pleased with every phase
''The singof it,”
Dr. Hamm said. “The
sing
it," Di.
ers were superb and the jester is
entertaining."
always entertaining.”
The court Jester, Christian
Graham, comes each year from
Annapolis, Maryland to perform
at Madrigals. The uncle of a Cov
Covenant student, “he
"he is definitely a
Reprofessional entertainer. Re
cently, in fact he entertained the
Vice President Gore's
Gore’s home at a
Halloween party,”
party," added Dr.
Hamm.
A new addition to the madrimadri
Re
gal dinner this year was the Renaissance consort. Organized by
Dr. Timothy Steele, Associate
please see Mads
page
6
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S tu d en t Senate
S en ate Ups
U ps C
om m u n ication
tion
Communica
Student
New two-way communication
''The Senate is also
is resulting. “The
trying to make sure that we disdis
Staff Writers
cuss anything that might have
comAs the semester comes to a relevance to the content of com
close, the Student Senate, and its mittees,”
mittees," Senate President, Josh
sub-committees (communica
kriow
''We let them know
(communica- Good said. “We
tions, residence life, and curricu
curricu- ahead of time of such details so
reprelum) are continuing to make that there is better student repre
around.”
progress achieving their goals.
sentation all the way around."
note
The communications commit
In addition, the student notecommittee has changed how the student books will be passed on to the
cam- student representatives of next
body is represented to those cam
pus committees with student rep
rep- year. It will enable whoever takes
resentatives, such as the athletic, their place to have a better idea
faculty, and the chapel planning of what the committee actually
committees. All of the student does, allowing for more year-tore year continuity. Each student ap
aprepresentatives have now received a Senate-prepared note
note- pointee in the committee will
book. The notebook is to be used possess a notebook for reference
to record summaries of the comcom purposes.
“Though this may seem
seem a
m
ittee meetings. These note
note"Though
mittee
books will also allow more open small thing, in many respects it
correspondence between the stu
stu- is a very important thing that will
Sen help a breadth of student concern
dent representatives and the Senapate, specifically Secretary Charles get represented by student ap
Royal. The summaries will con
con- pointees,”
pointees," said Good.
Likewise, the communications
sist of the major issues that were
committee has worked harder at
discussed during the meetings.

Kara Gray
Rachel Powell

vismaking the Student Senate vis
ible to the student body on cam
campus. The Senate dinners have
helped provide the Senate mem
members with student feedback. Such
feedback has consisted of general
im
student concerns as well as important information for the curcur
riculum committee and the resi
residence life committee.
“Some of the things said by
"Some
encour
students at these dinners encouraged us in the Senate about the
three particular committees,"
committees,”
Good said.
The student appointees have
also become more accountable to
the Senate throughout this semessemes
ter. These positive changes are
expected to continue in the future
as well, even with new student
appointees next fall.
The residence life committee
has spent time developing a sur
survey to use with students to gain
student insight. At this point in
the semester, the committee is

please see Senate
page
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CCDA Conference attendees pose for
ror a post-pool photo

Economics Conference
Emphasizes Empowerment
Sarah Lown
Paige Nelson
Guest Writers
Recently a group of Covenant
students attended a conference in
Birmingham, Alabama, that ex
expounded on the implications of
being a "Christ"ian
“Christ”ian to all of soci
society economically. The Christian
Community Development Asso
Association (CCDA) holds the conferconfer
ence yearly, with the goal of mo
mobilizing the church to minister to
the poor in the name of Christ.
The CCDA conference has
three basic goals. First, the concon
. ference aims to provide support
and encouragement to those alal
ready involved. Secondly, it is
geared towards equipping people
who want to get involved with the
needed know-how. Finally, it tries
to increase awareness within the
church.
John Perkins, founder of
CCDA, started this group bebe
cause he believed the church has
responsibility concerning racial
reconciliation and building up the
community. This conference was
an incredible opportunity for stu
students to "catch"
“catch” this vision and
learn how to put these goals into
practice.
The conference was divided up
into sessions, Bible studies, and
workshops. In addition to the

learning environment provided
by the conference, Covenant stustu
dents received the opportunity to
fellowship intermingled with fun
and learning. There were oppor
opportunities not only to attend meet
meetbut also to discuss and share
ings, tut
ideas.
Autumn Fredericks, sophosopho
more, commented on the overall
experience of the conference and
eyes" to the
"opened her eyes”
how it “opened
vast amount of work being done
by Christians in the urban areas.
It also provided her with signifisignifi
cant insights on how she might
become more involved.
Student Pam Lucas, who grew
up in a black urban area, attended
the conference and remarked
“The CCDA is really big on emem
"The
powering—
meaning that they
powering-meaning
just don’t
don't help, they make this a
community effort and they deal
with kids, not ju
st selected
selected
just
adults.”
adults."
Many topics such as cross-cul
cross-cultural worship, Islam, and youth
ministry were discussed, as well
as issues at hand in the govern
government.
“I
ap
"I was struck most by the apgovernparent cooperation of govern
atment with the church in an at
poverty," said
tempt to alleviate poverty,”
junior Rachel Bode. "It
“It was comcom
forting for me to see that governplease see CCDA
page 3
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Felinism Creeping Up On.Us
On Us Just
Wondering...
Wondering ...
request. Catheryn was trying to act like a
dog, he said, and when cats tried to be like
dogs, you could tell they were under the
influence of felinism. Felinism was an idea
propagated by those in Libercity, and that
city was well known for suggesting wrong
ideas. To allow a cat to do anything like a
capitulation to
Once upon a time, there was a cat named dog would be capitulation
Catheryn, who lived in Conservatown. The Libercitarians, and so would be obviously
mayor of Conservatown had decreed that inappropriate.
Catheryn's
Mrs. Seey pointed out that Catheryn’s
cats had inherently different roles than
af- motives were very different from those of
Cats' job was to be loving and af
dogs. Cats’
fectionate to humans. Dogs were to propro the Libercitarians. Mr. I. Seey was a fair
man— he acknowledged that his wife
tect their owners. Catheryn was lonely, livliv man-he
ing by herself, and so she decided to find might have a point. But, he concluded, to
a family who would adopt her. The Seeys allow Catheryn more freedom would be
had been looking for a cat, so Catheryn to capitulate to the influence of the
Wouldn't it be better to stay
settled in. She soon found out, however, Libercitarians. Wouldn’t
posthat she was locked inside the house, and as far away from their evil ideas as pos
only allowed to sleep in inside rooms, sible, to stay on the safe side? What harm
Catheryn's to the
family's pet dog, could it do to restrict Catheryn’s
away from the doors. The family’s
indoors? That way she could be sure that
however, was allowed to roam free.
Mr. I. Seey explained the difference in she was following her role and not doing
fair?” Mr. I
"Isn't that fair?"
Catheryn’s anything wrong. “Isn’t
the rules by pointing out that Catheryn's
Seey asked. It seemed to Mrs. Seey that
job was to be affectionate to the family.
wasn’t able to show affection to
The family lived in the house, so she Catheryn wasn't
allwell-if at all—
needed to stay inside the house so that she the children nearly as well—if
realcould do that most effectively. The dog's
dog’s while stuck indoors. However, she real
job, on the other hand, was to protect the ized, it was true that by staying inside,
·family.
family. To do that he had to guard the door Catheryn would be clearly obeying the rule
and the yard. To go outside or to sleep near delineating her role from that of dogs. And
the door was acting like a watchdog, and it was better to obey the clear rule, than to
so Catheryn, having a different role, was break it order to apply it in ways that
weren't specifically legislated. Mrs. Seey
weren’t
forbidden to do either.
Catheryn had no interest in trying to saw the light, and, in due submission
''Fair, I. Seey."
Seey.”
wasn't that fond of agreed that it was “Fair,
protect the Seeys. She wasn’t
Mr. I. Seey anyway. But the young Seeys
spent all their time playing outside. Her
affectionate nature made her want to play
with them and love them by joining them
outdoors. Mrs. Seey asked her husband,
on behalf of the children, if he could bend
the rule to let Catheryn play outside. But
Mr. I. Seey said no, that was a ridiculous

"Calling
“Calling the attempts ooff women to be
like men "feminism,"
“feminism,” is like calling the
attem
pts ooff cats to be like dogs
attempts
"-paraphrase of Douglas Wil“felinism ”—paraphrase
Wil
''felinism
son, addended to an article posted by Tim
Cummings on the Wittenberg Door.

Editorial for the
Postmodern Mind
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Musings from the Chaplain

Editors-in-Chief
Kara Griffith
Bob Wiegers

Dr. Don Graham
Faculty Columnist

wonAdvent season is always a time of won
der for me. With all the clutter the secular
world might place before us, and with all
the temptations there are to lose sight of
what Christmas is about, the incarnation
continues to captivate me. I do not find
the words to describe what it must have
meant to lesus
Jesus to leave his place in glory
to become one of us. So while I cannot
explain it, here are some of the thoughts
conwhich cross my mind each year as I con
Immanuel-God
qf Immanuel—God
template the coming of
with us. I wonder:
•what
Fa-what the conversation between the Fa
ther and the Son was like as they discussed
Father's
how Jesus would come to save the Father’s
children.
■how
-how Jesus dealt with the thought of
leaving Heaven.
•what
-what it was like for the King of the
universe to come to Earth through the birth
canal of a young girl.
•how
-how it felt for God to have to depend
upon fallen human beings for food and
having his diapers changed.
•what
-what he thought of having to learn to
walk and talk like all other people.
•how it felt to live in the realm of time,
•how
having never been subjected to it before.
au•what
-what it was like to submit to the au
thority of parents he helped create.
•what
-what it would be like to have been the
angel who announced the coming of the
man who would save his people from their
sins.
•what
-what kind of faith it took for Mary to
receive such preposterous news, face the
ridicule that would come, and still say
“yes”
"yes" to God.
•what
•what kind of faith it took for Joseph to
say “yes”
"yes" to God and not simply believe
his betrothed had simply been unfaithful
to him.
•if
-if the shepherds had any doubts about
the news the angels brought them.
•what
-what it was like for Jesus to be doing
his father’s
unfather's will and have no one truly un
derstand him while he walked the Earth.
■what
-what it felt like to be rejected by the
people he came to save.
save.
•how
-how he could love them so much that
he would plead for their forgiveness as they
killed him.
•what
•what he thinks of his time on Earth now
that he has returned,
returned. to Heaven.
•how
•how eager he is to come again, this time
not as a baby, to complete what he initi
initiated the first time.
time.
•how
-how it will feel to finally have all his
brothers and sisters with him in Heaven to
commune with his Father.
As I wonder on these things, I rejoice
that the God who came to be one of us is
still with us. We need not wait to experi
experience the wonder of his presence until we
arrive in Heaven. He is truly Im
m anuel
Immanuel
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CCDA from page
age 1
ment policies are finally including the
church. Government money combined
with Christian hearts are making an obvi
obvious impact on our society today.”
today."
The CCDA focuses efforts in transform
transforming philosophy and action at both the popo
litical and the grass-roots level. Those run
running government programs have had good
intentions, but positive results have dede
clined in the last few years. The govern
government is becoming more open to involve
involvement of the church, in light of the spirispiri
tual as well as physical help churches ofof
.fer.
fer.
The Charitable Choice bill was passed
recently in Congress, declaring that if
states choose to channel money from the
federal government to non-governmental
providers, they cannot discriminate against

Senate from page 1
_making plans for a phone survey to get
feedback on some of the concerns they
have. The committee will most likely use
the information in return to write up a re
report for the residence life committee staff.
Overall, ·the
the residence life committee
bas
has used this time to build a foundation
for future goals. This semester has concon
sisted of preparations for future events and
meetings. It has been a transitional period
qf
promising future ahead,"
of time with a ,"“promising
ahead,”
stated chairwoman Becky Huggins.
The curriculum committee recently held
a curriculum forum in order to receive
feedback from upperclassmen. Attendance
was extremely low. However, the curricu
curriculum committee
com m ittee plans to prevent and
change what they have already learned
from student feedback and from handouts
given to the students at the open forum.
The committee plans to provide the facfac
ulty with this student input sometime in
the spring.
Yet committee head Good realizes that
more student input is needed. To accomaccom
plish this, the committee does plan on havhav
ing an additional open forum in the sprin_
spring.
g.
''These
“These committees overall I feel are
moving slowly, but thoughtfully. And I
think that even though that doesn’t
doesn't make
as many instant changes, the changes it
does bring are even better,”
said.
better," Good said
''This is our hope concerning the commit
“This
committees.”
tees."
An overall achievement of Senate on a
broader level, is the way in which the budbud
geting process went this fall. "I
“I felt very
good about the particular decisions we
made in terms of whom to give money to,"
to,”
Good said.
organi
In regards to various clubs and organizations on campus, Good sees further
progress and development in them as well.
''The
“The philosophy club has produced some
Bag
neat philosophy club meetings. The Bagpipe seems to be moving along very well.
welt
The Tartan, I think, is further ahead than
they have ever been at this point in the
year," Good said. "We
year,”
“We have also had good
interaction with them throughout the sese
mester.”
mester."

religious organizations. The church has the
opportunity now to act more freely in co
cooperation with other organizations. In light
of this, the action taken by church memmem
bers was an impressive aspect of the con
conference.
Christians must own their responsibility
given them by God concerning the welfare
of their neighbor. Ron Sider, CCDA guest
speaker, challenged attendees at one of the
opening meetings with biblical insights
concerning this. He commented that grow
growing materialism is the greatest threat to
Christianity today and that advertisers at
attempt to convince society that joy comes
self-indulgence.
through self-indulgence.
Sider believed Christians may overcome
self-centered attitudes first by clearly un
understanding biblical principles. Support
Supporting this statement,
statem ent, Sider m
entioned
mentioned
Jeremiah 22:
16. The passage states, con22:16.

In the midst of progress, seve_
several
ral changes
are occurring even as the semester ends.
Some changes will begin with a restruc
restructuring of various organizations on campus.
These changes stem from the Senate's
Senate’s
''first and foremost”
foremost" responsibility to do a
“first
good job in producing a helpful budget for
the college so that these clubs and organiorgani
zations can serve the school well.
Secretary Charles Royal, as head of
communications committee, seeks to adad
just the role of his position in Senate. Royal
discovered that his position · has not
changed since the 1950's
1950’s even though
Covenant has changed, specifically in the
size of its student body.
Senate has also discussed some possi
possibilities concerning changing the Senate on
the whole. Good believes, however, that
there have already been a good number of
adjustments along the way in terms of how
the positions have changed. Even though
they are the same positions, the positions
have changed in such a way that "I
“I don’t
don't
think we have a 1950's
1950’s way of running
the Senate:•
Senate,” said Good. ''We
“We have a pretty
good system in place structurally."
structurally.”
Future expectations for the remainder
of this semester include: a semester evalu
evaluation and Senate column in the Bagpipe.
Time will be set aside in the near future
for semester evaluations. The three com
committees will use this time to create a
timeline for how each will bring about the
specific changes that are shaping up right
now. Additionally, Good is interested in
seeing a Senate column written by Senate
members develop. Though discussed bebe
fore, the column has not yet materialized
and will be pursued in the spring.
A few other goals discussed at the be
beginning of the semester that have not been
focused on particularly this fall will also
be brought up again this spring. One such
issue deals with the potential use of ChaCha
teau Creations, Covenant's
Covenant’s vacant buildbuild
ing down Scenic Highway.
Overall, the Senate has made significant
progress. "I
“I think that we have come
come- to
together pretty well as a group. It has gener
generally been a good semester,"
semester,” said Good.
"And
“And we are hoping definitely .to keep
improving as the spring semester unfolds."
unfolds.”
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cerning King Josiah "He
ceming
“He judged the cause
of the poor and needy; then it was well.
'Was
‘Was not this knowing me?’
me?' says the
Lord."
Lord.” The prophet then proclaims God’s
God's
judgment of those who are covetous and
oppressive. Jesus instructs His followers
to feed and clothe the poor, saying that He
will not accept those who do not accept
"the
these." Sider commented that
“the least of these.”
Christians must share God's
God’s concern for
the poor.
Action must follow principle, however.
Sider said effective means of economic
development involve face-to-face spiritual
encounters. He believes that this is accom
accomplished through personal relationships of
Christians with those they are actively
reaching out to assist.
New united efforts, consisting, in part,

of a united political voice and individual
pledges to refocus hearts and give of self,
are an additional necessity in transform
transforming cuiture.
culture.
"I think it is imperative that Covenant
“I
produce students who have more than just
an awareness of the poverty that grips our
cities, but are prompted to act out of scripscrip
tural conviction of our own material and
more importantly, spiritual 'wealth."
‘wealth.” UnUn
til we recognize and confront our cultural
and socioeconomic biases, we are limited
in our effectiveness as ministers of grace
to a hurting and disadvantaged people,”
people,"
junior Jason Trimiew said. "Dr.
“Dr. Fikkert’s
Fikkerfs
work here and the CCDA conference have
been instrumental in bringing about such
an awareness to this campus."
campus.”
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Chattanooga Times (CT) December 2, 1997
"Scrambling
“Scrambling to sit on the bench
judges' re-election tougher”
Ruling makes judges’
tougher''
A new voting method, cumulative voting, may be in place in Hamilton
County next year. “The
'"The way it works, each voter has a vote for each seat that’s
that's
up for election. The difference is, he has more leeway in how he casts those
ballots. If five seats are up, he may cast one ballot for each of five candidates,
five ballots for one candidate, or any combination he likes. The top five votegetters in the field win the seats."
seats.”
er
CT December 2, 1997
''Neighbor
“Neighbor delays bulldozers in protest”
protest"
Dr. Frank Green is protesting the construction of a new school gymnasium
bordering his property in Chickamauga. Green owns the Gordon Lee man
mansion, and he gave the property to the school board in exchange for another
piece of land with the condition that only a road could be built on it. The
condition was never put in writing, so the school board is progressing.
CT December 3, 1997

''Toys
‘Toys donated for the needy stolen"
stolen”
·
Burglars took $5000 worth of toys from a storage warehouse near Dalton
last week. These toys were the property of the Voluntary Action Center, which
supplies toys to needy children at Christmas, but due to the burglary, they will
not have enough toys this year.

er

CT December 3, 1997

''Theater
“Theater to offer dinner, movies
Council approves new combo for city"
city”
A possible new addition to downtown Chattanooga is a combination movie
theater / restaurant. Managers would show classic films or movies that have
already appeared in theaters, accompanied by a sit--down
sit- down dinner and alcohol.
Chattanooga Free Press (CFP) December 2, 1997
"Students Pray Anew"
“Students
Anew”
Eight student members of a prayer group were shot December 1 at Heath
High School in Paducah, Kentucky, and three of them were killed. They had
just finished praying when a freshman and professing atheist fired the shots.
CFP December 2, 1997
"Barnes and Noble To Fight State Obscenity Charges"
“Barnes
Charges”
Franklin, Tennessee
Barnes and Noble has been accused of violating Tennessee obscenity law
by displaying distasteful photography books in the reach of minors. The book
bookstore has denied the charges. "Under
“Under Tennessee law, material considered harm
harmful to minors may be sold, but must be placed in racks above the reach of
children or with wrapping that covers all questionable images.”
images."
CFP December 3, 1997

"Anti-Drunk
“Anti-Drunk Driving Groups Join Forces”
Forces"
Leaders of several different groups opposed to drunk driving met to kick
off National Drinking and Drugged Driving (3D) Month at Erlanger Medical
Center. In Hamilton County, the holiday season has been a dangerous time
~ccidents caused by drugs and alcohol, and these groups are trying
because of accidents
to prevent this.
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Harrod -and Funck: Glorifyin
Glorifyingg God Through Vague lmagry
Imagry
Jarrod Thylor
Taylor
Guest Writer
How can I convince you to listen to
Harrod & Funck, those of you who have
not had the privilege of hearing them play
in the past several years at Covenant? I
personally have been drawn to them not
only for the talent in their music but also
for their convictions that lie behind their
lyrics. Harrod & Funck have a wonderful
way of expressing what they experience
actuin life through their lyrics without actu
ally telling you what it is. At first hearing,
"What are they
you find yourself saying, “What
good!"
they're so good!”
talking about? But wow, they’re
Poetically speaking, their lyrics are very
modern.
modem. Their songs are about specific
ideas and experiences, but these are exex
impressed through vague concepts and im
"But does it then rere
agery. You may ask, “But
to?" I would
ally convey what it was meant to?”

con
argue yes; it just takes a little more consearching.
templation and searching.
I would like to elaborate on this idea by
How"Lion Song."
attempting to interpret “Lion
Song.” How
authorever, I do not intend to be the final author
ity on the song’s
song's meaning just because I
proam doing this publicly. I hope in the pro
apprecess of interpretation, you come to appre
ciate the duo’s
duo's gift for expressing their
experiences in imagery we might initially
find somewhat vague.
When Jason Harrod introduced this
fam- song, he told a story about a Christian fam
ily who was extraordinarily giving. One
night, however, their house got struck by
lightning and caught fire. He said out of
all people, they were the ones you would
least expect this to happen to and least
deserved it, because they were so nice and
generous. It seems to me that Harrod &
Funck see our salvation or faith as dandan
gerous and yet, at the same time, our help

Alien Resurrection:
Resurrection:
Fantastically
Following the Formula Fantastically
Heather Huston
Staff Writer

Ill made us
The fiery ending of Aliens III
all think that Ripley (Sigourney Weaver)
never-endwas dead, that the see~ngly
seemingly never-end
ing saga of the Alien movies was over. Yet,
once again we are pulled back into another
adventure with a tough Ripley fighting
slimy aliens. In the tradition of all the Alien
films released on the big screen over the
past two decades, Jean-Pierre Jeunet (City
ooff Lost Children, Delicatessen) gives us
Alien Resurrection, the newest film in the
series. From the first Alien to the present,
these films have created a formula which
Jeunet uses and applies to this newest story,
while still using his own perspective and
imagination within the context of the film.
The formula was created and premiered
in Alien ((the
the first of the
series) ddirected
irected by
Ridley Scott. Scott
gave us the character
fe
of Ripley, a strong female leader who rises to confront the situ
situation, changing and gaining strength as the
film progresses. He also gave us a classic
suspense story that contains a pervasive
Ridley’s film moves
silence. The plot of Ridley's
toward the defeat of the alien invaders on
the mother ship, the escape of the remain
remainhiding crew on a separate craft and the hid
den surprise that awaits the survivors once
the viewer believes that peace has been
restored. At the end, an alien hidden away
jumps out at an inopportune moment to
challenge Ripley a second time.
Ripley is the hero of the movie, and she
speciis successful in getting rid of this last speci
men, forcing it be sucked out into space
through the airlock. The presence of an
android, as well as the breeding, intelliintelli
gent and adaptable aliens, are also imporimpor
tant elements within the film and help to

mov ·
create the formulaic pattern of these movutiies. Alien Resurrection is a film that uti
lizes the formula while pushing it further
along in the development and using the
· formula in an entirely different way.
The sequels that follow this first film
also follow this formula, especially Aliens
Jeunet’s
and Alien Resurrection, but it is Jeunet's
use of the formula paired with his creativcreativ
ity that makes this film particularly suc
succrecessful. Jeunet has a high element of cre
ativity, visualityand sensuality that are
present throughout the film, and he uses
these elements in order to surprise the
viewer within the formula.
perThis is Sigourney Weaver’s
Weaver's fourth per
formance in the Alien films, and this one
is her strongest yet. Ripley’s
na
Ripley' s maternal nature has grown stronger since her debut in
the first film, as her character has also dede
veloped. She is the
great figure
figure that stands
great
above the films as a
character reinventing
herself,
gaining
gaining
herse lf,
strength in her battles to save the world. ·
We have seen her personality grow and
change from a reluctant leader in Alien, to ·
underthe fearless fighter who directly under
stands the nature of these aliens in Alien
perResurrection. Wynona Ryder also per
Resurrec:Jio,1.
forms in this, her first action film, and her
character’s
re lationship with Ripley
character's relationship
heightens Ripley’s
Ripley's maternal nature as a
leader.
Alien Resurrection is successful both
cinematically and fictionally as Jeunet
skillfully mixes surrealism, creativity, high
action and recent issues. We enjoy the char
characters Jeunet creates, the plot summaries
he concocts and the fear he instills in the
experience. At the end of the film, we can
walk away having experienced something
both familiar and different, another “alien”
"alien"
experience.

•
•l R evzew
Film
l m Review
F

and comfort in this world.
The Lions are a symbol of our faith. Our
faith is beautiful and strong because of the
relationship with Christ that comes from
it. What could be stronger than something
that can move mountains? The Lion has
always been regarded as the king of the
jungle, beautiful in its strength and power,
head.
with a mane as a crown around its head.
Asian, the lion in The
C.S. Lewis portrayed Aslan,
Namia , as a Christ figure.
o f Namia,
Chronicles of
Likewise, in "Lion
“Lion Song,"
Song,” the "lion's
“lion’s
jungle”
jungle" is a place of safety, warmth and
sufcomfort in the midst of the pain and suf
relationfering we go through. Through a relation
ship with Christ, which comes from faith
“hiding place."
place.”
in Him, we have such a "hiding
The song then presents two examples
imof painful or scary situations through im
agery: one of being on a boat enveloped
·agery:
by a storm and the other of riding a horse
when the trail or way is difficult. They
describe the experience of being in a boat
when a storm is bringing on bad weather,
but even then there is “the
"the line of blue on
you." In your life,
blue, given as a gift to you.”
you may feel the storm coming on and
darkness encircling you. It seems that
things are only going to get worse, that
everything is fighting against you, whether
circumstances or people. Even then, when
everything seems to be crumbling in on
you, the Lord provides a way out, direcdirec
tion and hope. It is there; you just have to
look for it. When you see it, you have to
“keep your eyes on that horizon:•
horizon,” just like
"keep
every day we have to keep our eyes on
Christ.
Sometimes you are "out
“out on your horse,
presand you hit a tangled course, feel the pres
underneath." This makes me think of
sure underneath.”

Pilgrim in "Pilgrim's
“Pilgrim’s Progress”
Progress" when he
untakes the hard path and the pressure un
derneath causes him pain in his feet. As
Christians, our way will only get harder
from where we are now. We will not be
able to see clearly, and we will not be sure
where we are headed. If we choose to jump
get
from the horse, we take a chance of getting fatally injured.
injured. We will probably never
get to where we would desire to be if we
could see the eternal perspective of heaven
and hell. Again, it is not the easiest way; it
is actually the hardest. However, "'neath
“’neath
you run some fleeter feet.”
feet." Do we trust
feet?"
those "fleeter
“fleeter feet?”
struggling,
In all our despair, pain and struggling,
what have we not been given? What have
we not been shown? When we have Christ,
we have everything we need, most imporimpor
God's
tantly salvation and one day being in God’s
presence. So is the life of a Christian, in a
world where nothing is what it ought to
be and where we must learn to trust and
have faith and keep hope, within the pain.
'These two lions that
As the song explains, “These
two ...
know ... with faith will come the two...
I know...with
pain and joy in the long run will sleep in
and you hopefully will
•.•.and
other’s arms
arms..
each other's
be in heaven.”
“The
heaven." To quote C.S. Lewis, "The
pain now is part of the happiness then."
then.”
Harrod and Funck have a unique gift
for taking the everyday experiences and
struggles in life and expressing them in
their lyrics using vague imagery. It is rare
to find good Christian artists who succeed
within glorifying God with their music with
out ever mentioning the Lord's
Lord’s name in
the lyrics. Much can be expressed about
the Christian faith in lyrics without ever
mentioning it directly, and I applaud those
who do it successfully.
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Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead
Combining Metaphysics and Laughs, A Humorous Look at Meaningless Life
Grace Sukhia
Guest Writer
"Since
“Since we cannot hope for order, let us
withdraw with style from chaos." -Tom
— Tom
Stoppard
Covenant's
Covenant’s recent production of Tom
Stoppard's
Stoppard’s Rosencrantz and Guildenstem
Guildenstern
Are Dead exposed many in the student body
to the "theatre
“theatre of the absurd."
absurd.” This title is
fairly descriptive of the genre, which usuusu
ally demonstrates people doing absurd
things. The underlying motivation is usually
either to demonstrate the meaninglessness
of reality or to protest how people are acting
in reality. Stoppard is particularly clever and
creative while doing this, however, in concon
trast to many other artists of the genre, acac
cording to John Traver.
I asked Jerah Sellinger to jot down some
of her thoughts on the play. She pointed out
how it is saturated in the postmodern theme
of the uncertainty in knowledge, but she
questioned why we focused more on the
comical side of the characters rather than the
lostness of the characters. Granted, Tom
Stoppard's
Stoppard’s chief intention was to write a
comedy. In fact he makes the clarification at
the front of the script, "[I)f
“(I]f the play had not
turned out funny, I would have considered
that iI ii.ad
had failed_;,
failed.” On the other hand, the
metaphysical implications of the dialogue are
inescapable.
The main characters of Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead are two of
Shakespeare’s most marginal figures who,
Shakespeare's
quite humorously, are completely cut out of
Stoppard’s
some productions of Hamlet. In Stoppard's
play, these two bewildered innocents act out
a scenario beyond their comprehension.
They are unclear about their own roles and
meaningless
increasingly disturbed by the meaninglessness of their lives. Just as the group of travtrav
eling Players, they act out their assigned
roles.
The theatrical metaphor is pervasive. For
example, in Act I, Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern desert the Players, leaving them
Guildenstem
“high and dry."
dry.” However, the Players, hav
"high
hav“pledged their identities,"
identities,” as they put it,
ing "pledged
were secure in the conventions of their trade.

Mads from page 1
Professor in the music department, the
ensemble consisted of a harpsichord,
sec
flutes, a brass section, and a strings section. "It
“It was a delightful and nice addition
dinner,” commented Dr. Hamm.
to the dinner,"
The money brought in by Madrigals is
used for the music department itself. It is
set aside in a restricted fund that is used to
supplement the budget given the music
department by Covenant. The money goes
to such items as scholarships, instruments,
and equipment beyond what is covered in
the budget.
“We recently were able to purchase a
"We
copier machine with money in the reserved
purchase
fund. It is something that we can pu~chase

They were convinced that someone would
be watching, until eventually no one was.
The pointless prospect of actors without an
audience is expanded to incorporate manman
kind in general. This arbitrary existence
prompts Guildenstem
Guildenstern to make the observaobserva
... we
tion: "We
“We don't
don’t question
question...w
e don't
don’t
doubt.
.. we perform."
doubt...we
perform.” The main problem
then becomes the need to survive without
giving in to panic.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern engage in
all kinds of diversions to avoid their incipiincipi
ent terror. They play word games. They flip
coins repeatedly. They converse. NonetheNonethe
less, they fail in all attempts to avoid the anan
guish of their meaningless lives. Language
games lead them to disturbing questions
about their own identity. The coins repeatrepeat
edly and alarmingly land heads-up every
time, defying all laws of chance. ConversaConversa
tions drone on and on, until Guildenstem
Guildenstern
cries out in desperation, "Do
con“Do you think con
versation is going to help us now?"
now?”
They are trapped inside a play with roles
they did not choose, lacking vital clues to
the meaning of the drama. They conclude
that theirs is the freedom to exist in a coffin,
aware that one day the lid will be nailed
down. Until then, they inhale, exhale, exist.
After all, "Life
“Life in a box is better than no life
at all. You could lie there thinking, well, at
least I'm
I’m not dead!"
dead!”
The implications of Stoppard's
Stoppard’s mordant
un
humor are crucial for us as Christians to understand if we want our lives to be effective.
mean
Stoppard gives us an inside look at the meaninglessness of a life outside of Christ. So
many people are angry at God. They share
Guildenstem’s fierce conviction that it was
Guildenstem's
unjust "to
“to be
be told so little
little...to
... to such an
end...and
end
... and still, finally, to be denied an ex
explanation.”
planation."
To neutralize their fear and keep their wits,
Rosencrantz and Guildenstem
Guildenstern use humor.
re
Others might run to a therapist, drugs or rean
lationships. We as Christians have the answer for which Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern and many others are knowingly
Guildenstem
or unknowingly searching. The good news
is that in this drama in which we are all play
players, the Author has revealed to us the final
act, giving purpose to our lives.

money,”
only because we have this extra money,"
“The money financially
said Dr. Hamm. "The
helps in areas that we do not have the
money otherwise.”
otherwise."
The music department attempts to keep
the price reasonable, providing a discount
to students and faculty. "The
“The object isn't
isn’t
to raise the price to whatever the market
could bear. With the proper advertising,
we could easily sell out if we raised the
$40,” said Hamm.
price to $35 or $40,"
The primary purpose of the event is not
to make money.
money. Hamm believes that many
students and members of the community
would not be able to attend if the prices
were raised. "We
“We do not want the event to
be one only for the well-to-do,”
well-to-do," added Dr.
Hamm.

Freas

Cornucopia

Fine Beverages
Coffee Bar
Frozen, No-Fat Yogurt Bar
Special Dinner Menus &
&
S~ecial
Gourmet Sandwiches
(Delivery Service available.)
(Delivery Scrvic:e available.)

Gift Baskets prepared and shipped.
Delivered Locally
Gift certificates available
Rd. Ut
Lkt Mtn. GA
1228 Lula Lake Rd
(706)820-0905 or (706) 820-9454
Open - Tues.-Sat.
Tues.-Sat 9 a.m. through 8 p.m._______
.m.
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Atte01pting
Attempting the Bold and Brazen: Open Mindedness
Marty Marquis
Staff Writer
Gather round-friends,
round friends, and it's
it’s another tale
of hitchhiking I'll
I’ll tell. Actually, though, this
isn't
isn’t about hitchhiking. It's
It’s true that my
good friend Joshua and I had been on the
road for a good 3 weeks; we were getting
signs of scurvy from a steady diet of fried
potatoes and nicotine and we were smelly,
though in a windswept southwestern sort
of way. And we had been hitchin'
-in fact,
hitchin’—in
at the time I'm
I’m about to describe we'd
we’d been
going hard for 72 hours straight, from the
sunlit heights of the Sierra Nevadii
Nevada range to
downtown Eugene, Oregon. It had been a
pretty hairy trip, and we were longing to
see home again, that mystic vale ofYakima.
But there was a way-station Josh spoke of,
in nearby Salem, where a friend of his lived
and where we might be able to refresh ourour
selves. So after a half-hearted attempt to get
there on thumb power, we gave up and sumsum
marily headed for the bus stop. Tickets were
only nine bucks, and we thought that we
could crash there overnight.
Unfortunately, though, the bus station
closed at midnight, so we had to sit out in
the unusually cold evening on hard plastic
chairs. That is, I sat in the chairs; Josh pulled
up a heavy metal luggage truck, slapped
down his thermarest, and was asleep even
before he had assumed full fetal position. I
took it upon myself to guard us from the
denizens of the Eugene night and met a vava
riety of disturbing individuals, each of
whom were all the more sinister on account
wheel
of my sleep deprivation. One guy, wheeling by on a rickety old bike with long silken
scarves flowing this way and that, paused
to give me some apocalyptic prophecies.
folks—I think I named them
Some other folks-I
“Blondie” and ''The
“The Heckler"
Heckler” at the timetime—
"Blondie"
offered me some mixed nuts. I refused.
Eventually, of course, the night ended,
our bus came, and literally before we knew
anything Salem was upon us. And here, I
com
suppose, is where my story really commences. We stayed at the aforementioned

way station for only a day, and for the most
part, we slept. But in between naps there
was food and general refreshment, and a
generous helping of videotaped Benny Hinn
programs, which astonished me to no end.
I was, after all, a brand new believer, and
had not yet seen been enlightened as to his
chicanery. Josh's
Josh’s friend proved to be an afaf
fable, older woman who went by the name
of Marge Lottis. Despite her apparent be
belief in Hinn, she seemed a woman of great
faith and pith, and she offered advice liberliber
ally while we were there. At the time I was
quite worried about the legacy of addiction
in my life, and how my propensity for usus
ing drugs would affect my relationship to
God. Of everything that I've
I’ve been told to
believe in since casting my lot with Jesus,
her response to my concern has meant the
most to me. She told me not to be so anxanx
ious, saying, "The
‘The most dangerous things
to your soul are ideas. But Jesus is the ReRe
deemer, and He'll
He’ll redeem your ideas."
ideas.”
(Now at this point, in my original draft, I
spiraled off and down into a polemical titi
rade in which I denounced the
monolithically conservative atmosphere at
Covenant. Upon reconsideration, it seemed
more prudent to adopt a more balanced
stance; as it stands, then, the preceding anan
ecdote may have little relevance. All the
same, I'm
I’m convinced of the importance of
those words Marge Lottis spoke to me. If
this little discursive jab affects nothing but
the dissemination of that thought, so be it.
I'-ll
I’ll continue on undaunted.)
commu
It is a very good thing that our community has so much faith in the thinking of
frus
those who have gone before us. What frustrates me is the way in which we seem to
believe that putting on the mind of Christ is
as simple as a wholesale adoption of the
thought of folks in the reformed pantheon.
As noble and well-meaning as the thought
of a Calvin, or an Augustine, or a Paul the
apostle might be, lock-stepping ourselves
they’ve explored is no
into the pathways they've
safeguard against getting lost, or of making
naive as
terrible mistakes. We cannot be so muve
to believe that we can assuage our fears of

error by an uncritical mimesis of those
who've
who’ve gone before us.
I think that at Covenant we tend to exalt
some fantastical, idealized past, and in so
doing fail to develop a hope in what the fufu
ture still promises. We tenaciously adhere
to archaic modes of thinking because we
assume, arbitrarily it seems, that the timetested ways are safest. Even if such
adherence is in fact the safest route,
we have still arbitrarily assumed
that safety is a desirable end. In the
face of our inexplicable tendency
toward rigor and orthodoxy, we rere
peatedly refuse opportunities to
take the Gospel to the limit. The
Good News can mean so much
more than anyone has ever yet
dared to think! Covenant could be
a source for a revolutionary, biblibibli
cally based understanding of what
God has done for the human race.
I think that's
that’s what the professors
here are teaching, but the students
refuse to open their ears and hear
it. Instead of hoping for a paradigm
shift in the way people think about
Christ, we content ourselves to turn
in the same complicated webs that
have caught believers for centuries.
And we believe that this is as
good as it gets. I heard it said once
in a sermon that if it weren’t
weren't for
the storm outside you could never
stand the stink inside. But I don't
don’t
buy that. I think that Jesus Christ
it’s OK, it's
it’s a
came to show us that it's
good thing, to step out into the
storm, where the air is clean and
where the sky leaps with energy.
His is the most radical personality
that has ever been manifest on the
face of the earth; how can we claim
to be his disciples unless we aspire
to a similar level of daring and inin
novation. There is much to be learnt
it’s a done deal.
from the past, but it's
The future, on the other foot, is
nothing but wide-open possibility.
We have been dawdling too long

HEY, B U M Y i4
'COULD YOU 5 T U P T '
.s o m e w h e r e
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?*

WE'RE TRYiNC
T O MAKE- OUT
HERE.

in bygone days, docile cud-munchers in the
pastures of the status quo. We must learn to
get out on the cutting edge, to be pioneers,
to look for the truth in as of yet unimagined
ways. This is what I've
I’ve been saying, in difdif
ferent permutations, all semester long. God
has not given us a spirit offear,
of fear, but of power
and of love and of a sound mind.
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Lady Scots Basketball Beats Top-Ranked Milligan
1

Clark's
Clark’s 3-pointers Intrumental
Sarah Sligh
Sports Editor
The Lady Scots performed outstandoutstand
ingly last week, defeating top-ranked
Milligan College 80-77. The basketball
includteam now has a 5-1 overall record, includ
ing an impressive 4-1 conference record.
Although they are a young team, strong
leadership is evident. Second year players
Charity and Crystal Anderson have com
combined for impressive stats;
stats, consistently

dominating in rebounds. Sophomore Kristy
Clark continues to demand respect as her
dangerous three pointers and jump shots
have her leading the team in scoring for
every game this season.
The Lady Scots opened the 97-98 seasea
th
son on November 18
18th
with a sizeable vicvic
tory over conference rival Bryan College.
Clark led offensively with 24 points, while
Charity and Crystal dominated the boards
O and 11 rebounds respectively, in
with l10
the 89-53 win.

Men's
all:
Men’s Basketb
Basketball:
Big Wins, Solid Start
Josh Hinman
Guest Writer
The men's
men’s basketball team is off to a
solid start. This season began with the adad
dition of two new starters, Brian Court and
Mark Fields, and Sean Hildebrandt com
coming off the bench after red-shirting last
year.
The team record so far is 3-3 overall,
and 2-1 in the TV
AC conference. In the
TVAC
first game of the year against Lee UniverUniver
sity, the Scots played a hard fought game
which Lee won in overtime, 108-100.
Covenant's
Covenant’s next game was a loss to MarMar
tin Methodist.
The Scots first victory came at King
College. Jake Walls led the way for CovCov
enant, scoring 19 points. He was followed
Covenant’s
again by Matt Davis and Court. Covenant's
next game, against Bryan College posted
another win for the Scots. Court led the
Scots with 19 points, Walls added 17
points, and Sean Hildebrandt contributed
14 points. The next three games posted loss
to Clinch Valley and wins over both VirVir

ginia lntermont
Intermont and Lee University.
The win over Virginia Intermont was
huge because at the time they were ranked
th
18
180
1 in the nation. Davis and Court each
contributed 27 points and Cedric Thomas
added 14 points for the Scots.
The game with Lee was tight until the
end with Covenant taking control in the
last few minutes. Walls played tight until
the end with Covenant taking control in
the last few minutes of the game. Walls
demonstrated an excellent performance,
scoring 24 points (6-8 from 3-pt range)
with most of them corning
coming in the second
16 points), Court (11
(11 points)
half. Thomas ((16
and Hildebrandt (8 rebounds) all helped
make it a more balanced attack.
The Covenant Scots are looking forward
to a great season with a good possibility
of contending for conference champs.
The Scots will face Tennessee Temple
University in Chattanooga on Friday, De
Deth They will
12“\
af
cember 12
•
return to action after Christmas on January 110th
Qlh against King
College at Scotland Court.

Athletes Aid Area Youngsters With Reading
Sarah Sligh
Sports Editor

·-:

.,.

You can no doubt remember back to our
childhood days, when any attention from
someone older was exciting and inspiring.
Some of the Scots and Lady Scots are taktak
ing an opportunity to make a difference in
the lives of children in the community by
promoting and assisting in some reading
programs at area elementary schools.
Men’s basketball coach, Ken Brooks
Men's
has organized a program in which 15 Cov
CovEl
enant athletes are visiting Fairyland Elementary School and Chattanooga Chris
Christian Elementary School, reading stories to
larger groups as well as helping individual
students to catch up with the rest of their
class.
“I really
Crystal Anderson commented, "I
enjoyed it. It was useful for my education

major. Many people think that it is too time
consuming and they have enough going
on. It is only for half an hour, once a week."
week.”
Crystal read one-on-one to a student, and
then the student read the story back to her,
in an attempt to catch up with the rest of
the class. Some of the athletes were able
to read to the whole class, which was also
well received and anticipated weekly.
Dr. Jan Mickelson, principal of FairyFairy
land Elementary School was extremely
positive in her comments regarding the
program.
program. "They
“They are a wonderful group of
young men and women. Both the teachers
and students love having them come. I
think it is working out very well.”
well."
In spite of the already busy and com
complicated schedules of the intercollegiate
athlete, the willingness of these men and
women to contribute to the community is
greatly appreciated and is beneficial for all
involved.
1

I 1, ,, • ·,..
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The first road trip of the season, NovemNovem
ber 21
21-22
-22 included a trip to another confer
conference opponent, Clinch Valley College and
Virginia Intermont College. On Friday the
Scots were victorious in a 79-75 win over
Clinch Valley, however Saturday brought
disappointment in a 97-78 loss to Virginia
Intermont.
Lee University then visited Lookout
Mountain, bringing many enthusiastic fans.
Their cheers were not enough however, as
Clark dominated the floor with four 3-pointers and a season high 33 points. Crystal and
Charity Anderson also had ten points each,
and a total of 14 rebounds, to lead the Lady
Scots to a 78-64 victory.
Over Thanksgiving, the team traveled to
Bristol, TN, where they defeated another
conference rival, King College, 69-63.
Perhaps the apex of the season thus far,
th
however, occurred on Friday, December 55"’.
•
The Lady Scots faced Milligan College,
who won the TVAC conference last year,

and returns four of the five starters from
last year's
year’s team, including the 1996-97
TVAC freshman of the year and player of
the year. The lady Buffaloes were ranked
th
17
in the nation, and had not lost a TV
17th
TVAC
AC
conference game since the 95-96 season.
Clark had another outstanding performance
with 28 points, including 7 three-pointers.
Charity and Crystal Anderson contributed
17 points apiece, as well as a combined 18
rebounds. Freshman
Freshm an Meghan Kirby
grabbed a team high 11 rebounds, also scorscor
ing 9 points. The 80-77 win was an imporimpor
tant one, as the Lady Scots are now seen as
"the team everybody is looking to beat”
“the
beat"
according to several players.
The Lady Scots will face Tennessee
th
Temple Friday night, December 12
12th,
, for
their final game before Christmas. The
game begins at 5:30 at Tennessee Temple
in downtown Chattanooga. A fan van will
be available to provide free transportation
to the game.

Shaw

Covenant
Calendar
Women’s Basketball:
Dec 12m Tennessee Temple
Fri
Jan 9th Judson College
Fri
Jan lO* King College
Sat
Jan IS* Tennessee Temple
Tue
Jan 17® Milligan College
Sat
Jan 20“' Tenn. Wesleyan
Tue
Jan 24th Alice Lloyd
Sat
Jan 27tt> Bryan College
Tue
Jan 31st Montreat College
Sat

5:30
7:00
2:00
5:30
2:00
5:30
2:00
5:30
2:00

Chattanooga, TN
Lookout Mtn.
Lookout Mtn.
Lookout Mtn.
Milligan, TN
Lookout Mtn.
Lookout Mtn.
Dayton, TN
Montreat, NC

Men’s Basketball:
Dec 12® Tennessee Temple
Fri
Jan 10"' King College
Sat
Jan 13* Tennessee Temple
Tue
Jan 17th Milligan College
Sat
Jan 20m Tenn.Wesleyan
Tue
Jan 24* Alice Lloyd
Sat
Jan 27th Bryan College
Tue
Jan 31“ Montreat College
Sat

7:30
4:00
7:30
4:00
7:30
4:00
5:30
2:00

Chattanooga, TN
Lookout Mtn.
Lookout Mtn.
Milligan, TN
Lookout Mtn.
Lookout Mtn.
Dayton, TN
Montreat, NC
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nd or Foe?
osop her: Frie
Ayn Ran
Rand,
Female
Philosopher:
Friend
ale Phil
d, Fem
government. Through her forceful, ironic
style and her eloquent writings, she bebe
in
came one of the most prominent and inAt Covenant, it is easy to think that fluential philosophers of modern times,
Christians are unique and innovative in selling millions of her books across the
inconsistencies
world. She pointed out the inconsistencies
attacking postmodern thought. Ayn Rand, world.
scene, but
intellectual
modem
the
within
however, is a secular thinker who has been
in
a
way
is
quite
unusual
that
so
doing
been
has
doing this longer than Covenant
premises. Christians base their
philo- given her premises.
around. While those at Covenant's
Covenant’s philo
sophical lunch tables throw around words conclusions on the assumption that God
"creation norms,"
“common grace"
grace” or “creation
norms,” exists. Therefore, it is not unusual for them
like "common
Ti! or Dooyeweerd, to speak of normative ethics and a knowand names like Van Til
Rand's
the buzzwords at a secular campus would able objective world. What makes Rand’s
to
she
is
interesting
that
tried
so
approach
the
of
one
probably be "objectivism"
“objectivism” and
names that of Ayn Rand. Rand was an auau base her conclusions of normative ethics
thor and philosopher during the latter part and a knowable world upon materialistic
en
of this century. Her magnum opus was her assumptions. Rand was an atheist. She ennovel Atlas Shrugged. Some of her other . deavored to found her philosophy squarely
Selfishness, upon the precept that God does not exist.
works include The Virtue ooff Selfishness,
The basis, or premise on which Rand
Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal, and For .
The New Intellectual. In recent years, her founds her entire system of philosophy is
“existence exex
writing has amassed an enormous followfollow summed up in two words: "existence
afas
ists.” Before this is scoffed at
as being the
students. ists."
ing, particularly among college students.
unenlighteningg obserobser
re- most obvious and unenlightenin
ea that re
postmodern idea
She rejected the postmodem·id
vation
that
could
be
conceived, it needs to
ality cannot be known and that ethics are
interests. be pointed out that this was her very point
·• nothing more than subjective interests~
Instead she embraced an objective ethic in choosing it. It is so obvious because it
meta is nothing more than a restatement of the
based on her particular view of the metaiden
fundamental law of logic, the law of idenworld;
physical structure of the world.
The late Rand championed the causes tity: that A is A. This law, she says, is the
and rationality. She propro premise that makes knowledge possible.
of knowledge and,
world Knowledge is possible because the denial
claimed vehemently that the external world·
unself-refutation.. This un
can be known and that the human mind is of this is its own self-refutation
adequate for this task. She espoused the deniable base of knowledge is irrefutable;
objectivity of ethics and forcefully argued thus it makes sense to talk about how we
for the necessity of the freedom of indiindi know what we know. The rationality of
humanity’s sole
viduals as well as a laissez-faire style of the mind, for Rand, is humanity's

Varner
Winship Vamer
Staff Writer

gatew ay into know
ledge, for it is
knowledge,
gateway
humanity’s
humanity's faculty to be rational which
identification—gives them the power of identification
to realize that A is A
A. Rand saw reason as
the only rational means of gaining knowlknowl
edge. Humans are distinct from all of the
Ra
other animals in that they are rational. RaRand's
tionality is the ultimate value in Rand’s
system - the only means by which humans
can survive.
For Rand, there are only two alternaalterna
tives for a living creature:
creature: existence or
nonexistence. Virtue is the code that best
Ethcreature’s existence. Eth
sustains a living creature's
surics, then, is based upon the choice for sur
vival. Given that survival is the goal of
every individual, a government should not
infringe on the rights of individuals to live
their lives for their own selves, so long as
an
a person is not infringing the rights of another individual.
individual.
How should Christians respond to this
backlash by a very able woman against the
perskepticism and agnosticism that so per
vades modern society? Should we be
Rand's efforts (prais(prais
thankful and applaud Rand’s
ing her common grace insights, to use the
buzzword) or should we be quick to reject
her and her philosophy because of her flafla
grant atheism? The balance must be carecare
conclu
fully weighed, for so many of her conclusions are consistent with what the Bible
actually says. What becomes apparent, if
Rand is read critically from a Christian
it’s not so much her
perspective, is that it's
di
conclusions with which Christianity directly conflicts (though there are quite a

sing on God
Fasting
Facilitates
Focusing
litates Focu
ing Faci
Fast
Jennifer Stowe
StaffWriter
Writer
Staff

Is being holy important enough that you
would go so far as to stop eating if it would
help you attain it? Have you ever given up
something extremely valuable to you in
·order to keep your sights focused above?
Music in the car, phone calls late at night,
road trips, naps in the afternoon - any of
these are possible avenues of escape from
focusing on a personal walk with the Lord.
Time and time again, I am reminded of
Christ’s consistency and my tendency to
Christ's
turn
iden
tum to earthly distractions to find and identify myself. That is not the picture the Lord
desires. In Deuteronomy 6, He commands
us to love Him with all our heart, soul and
commandment!
strength. What a loaded commandment!
We cannot separate our impurities and
focus on the eternal unless we pinpoint
possible barriers between God and ourour
frusselves. What
tum to when frus
What' do we turn
trated? Whom do we run to with troubles?
What do we do when no one is watching?
Christ yearns for us to spend such time
with Him, whether through prayer, a Bible
study or journaling.
joumaµng.
I had never regarded fasting as a method
communication with God
of keeping my communication
open until I1 was convicted to give up food
guid
for three days. I needed direction and guidance and decided food was something I
could devote to Him.

prefew exceptions)
exceptions),, but rather with the pre
mises on which her conclusions are based.
Here is one example of the way in which
Christians can show the faultiness of many
of her premises:
Rand saw the great enemy of reason to
manifestations. Faith
be faith
faith,, in all of its manifestations.
was for her "the
“the acceptance of an idea
without evidence or proof, or in spite of
evidence to the contrary,"
contrary,” and therefore
had no place in a rattonal
rational person's
person’s life. It
reis opposed to everything that reason re
quires. This though, leads to a contradiccontradic
quires.
tion. If all knowledge comes to humans
through the senses, as Rand says, then
Rand should have some argument to back
this assertion up. But she admits that she
does not, saying the validity of the senses
granted. She therefore
must be taken for granted.
has to accept the validity of the senses on
faith. This is in conflict, though, with what
founda
she says about faith. These two foundational premises are mutually exclusive.
Since her thought meets with so many
some
Christian conclusions, we can be someencoun
what friendly towards it when we encounter it. Many of her conclusions are much
· like our own. Her adherents, then, will
want to agree with us on·many
on many things. This
may inadvertently pave the way for our
· Christian witness. Her philosophy, though
apostate, may be useful. Due to this, her
·apostate,
receiv~ attention from
thoughts ought to receive
those Christians interested in being salt and
light to our culture.

will be doing the same. His words in MatMat

fast."
thew 6:17 are, “But
"But you, when you fast?
Rather than bothering to say we ought to
do it, He concerns Himself with how we
Fasting taught me to look to God for fasted frequently dressed in sackcloth or ought to act when we are doing it. Inter
Interthe sustenance to survive everyday life. put ashes on their head.
this admonition is in the
enough,
estingly
In the New Testament, God tells us that
Instead of the time I would have spent eateat
the Mount narratives, which
com Sermon on
mu- fasting is to be done in secret. He coming, I prayed. Instead of listening to mu
are often thought to be instructions for .
sic, I thought about God and all He has mands us to not be as a hypocrite, fasting Christians under the new covenant. If that
done for me. I ignored the hunger I felt with a sad countenance. Instead, we are to
is true, these instructions are more than
Him anoint our head and wash our face so that
and pleaded with God to fill me with Himre- applicable for us today.
hun- only the Father knows and will openly re
self instead of food, and He did. The hun
omnipoIf the incarnate Son of God - omnipo
ward us (Matthew 6).
ger pains went away, and
tent,
the
Spirit of
full
and
omniscient,
Fasting is not for earthly'
earthly
God blessed my heart.
still
found
it
necessary
to
steal
away
and
show - it is a personal
Deep down He touched
ought
fast
before
how
more
much
God,
choice and can strengthen
me where I needed it and
withwe, who are so weak as to be helpless with
a personal connection
affirmed me that I am His
to
the
was
good
it
If
same?
do
Him,
out
with God.
God.
and that He has a perfect
enough
for
Him
and
worth
His
mention
mentionScrip
There are other Scripplan for my life.
wouldn't do us any harm
tural precedents that we ing, it probably wouldn’t
baThere is a Biblical ba
either.
It
is
certainly
worth consideration.
do not follow today, of
sis for fasting. The law in
course. Most of us do not
apthe Old Testament ap
routinely sacrifice doves
pointed a fast on the Day
when we go to Lookout
of Atonement. The only
deor RP, and few of us de
menother periodical fast men
cided to come to Cov
Covtioned is in Zechariah 7.
enant by laying out fleece
The Jews, during their
“O,
prof
"O, how much has that man profcoland seeing if dew col
captivity, observed four
having
been
that
taught
who,
ited
lected on it overnight.
annual fasts, in the
not
taken
away
has
own,
his
is
he
s.eems
Fasting, however, seems
fourth, fifth, seventh and
dominion and rule from his own
to be more normative
tenth months. The pur
purreason, that he may yield it to God!
than
of
its
contem
contemsome
pose was so that the
For.....the
the sole haven of salvation is
For.
porary traditions. Jesus
house of Judah might
to...follow
the leading of the Lord
follow
...
to
Himself exemplifies the
Fluegge
Auegge
know joy and gladness
alone.”
alone."
pattern for us. He fasted
and thereby love the truth
-John Calvin, The Institutes,
beand peace. We also see numerous instances for forty days and forty nights before be
III, Chapter VII, 1.
Book
of individuals fasting under the influence ing tempted in the wilderness (Matthew
we
assumes
He
but
of grief,
4:2). Not only that,
vexation or anxiety. Those who 4:2)*
grief, vexation
of
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Wor
ship In Spir
it and Trut
h: Frameo
Worship
Spirit
Truth:
Frame on
the Regulative
Principle
ntheRe
gulativePrinci
ple
Mike Vendsel
R&PEditor
R&P
Editor
If the recent Wittenberg Door controvercontrover
sies have proved anything at all (which
(which many
people have wondered), they have shown
two things. First, Covenant students take the
worship of God very seriously (and appro
appropriately so). Second, we are about as united
in our views on worship as a broken glass.
The student body encompasses a wide vari
variety of strong opinions about which forms
of worship are acceptable to God. This
dis
'This disagreement and uncertainty is indicative of
the larger disagreement and confusion
within the church as a whole. It is this con
confusion that John Frame is trying to cure in
his recent book Worship in Spirit and Truth.
Frame begins his book by defining wor
worship. He suggests that "worship"
“worship” is the acac
knowledgment and extolling of the great
knowledgment
greatness of our covenant Lord. He explains that
the word can have two senses in Scripture:
adoration of God or service to each other.
Frame suggests that these senses of worship
be thought of as "vertical"
“vertical” and "horizon“horizon
tal,"
tal,” respectively. Vertical worship is Godcentered, Gospel-centere
Gospel-centered,
d, and Trinitarian.
It focuses on praising God in His three per
persons for who He is and what He has done,
recognizing that such endeavors must be
cloaked by the righteousness of Christ. Hori
Horizontal worship aims at edification and evanevan
gelism. It worships God by ioving His
people and ministering to their spiritual
nourishment
needs and nourishment.

"Broad" and “narrow”
"narrow" are two other
“Broad”
senses of worship which Frame notes in
Scripture. Broad worship can be rendered
all the time. It may be individual acts of obeobe
dience or the corporate worship of small
groups in non-church settings (like a fam
family in the home). This is the sense in James
1:26-27. Narrow worship is that which we
render as a church body at particular times
and places. This is the idea in Hebrews
10:25.
Having fleshed out the idea of worship,
Frame notes that God Himself is present in
an unique way when His people come to
together to worship. Consequently, these asas
semblies must be tailored to His liking.
Thus, Frame introduces the regulative principle-the idea that only that which is directly
direct! y
commanded by Scripture is permissible in
the church's
church’s worship. He holds, however,
that the regulative principle applies to all
forms of worship - vertical and horizontal,
broad and narrow. Frame then turns his at
attention to the Scriptural prescriptions for the
worship of the assembled people of God. In
brief, he proposes that worship should concon
sist of greetings and benedictions, the readread
ing of Scripture, preaching and teaching,
tongues and prophesy (he is careful to say
thi_s was for NT times, not today), prayer,
this
song, vows, confessions of faith, sacraments,
public church discipline, collections and ofof
ferings, and expressions of fellowship. This
is not meant as a grocery list or order of.
of
events, by any means, but neither does
Frame suggest that any of these aspects ·

The
olo-sophy?
Theolo-sophy?
Chris Wright
Guest Writer

1\vo
Two weeks ago the Philosophy Oub
Qub pre
presented the student body with an opportunity to
set its studies aside and listen to Drs. Davis,
McLelland, and Dennison discuss the relation
relationship of philosophy and theology. Much of the
audience came with some idea of the various
panelist's positions-Dr.
panelist’s
positions—Dr. McLelland as a phi
philosopher, and Dr. Dennison as a Biblical theo
theologian, were each expected to give their area
the greater priority. Dr. Davis was the wildcard
in the mix since few in the room had taken a
class with him.
him
Dr. McLelland began the evening with a 35minute discussion defining philosophy and
theology and explaining the relationship be
between the two. He asserted that philosophy is
the "area
“area of human inquiry concerned with the
categories of thought with which we see every
area of our experience:'
experience.” Because theology is
one of the categories of our experience, one
must be doing philosophy when one is doing
theology. Thus, philosophy is foundational to
theology, even though theological ideas do in
influence how we do philosophy.
Dr. Dennison came next He aigued
argued that the
issue was not so much the relationship of phi
philosophy to theology, but a question in the pretheoretical realm: What is the foundation of
knowledge? He pointed out that even the
school's
school’s purpose statement indicates that the
Bible, the Wonlof
W ad of God, is the basis of all knowlknowl
edge. Since theology means, literally, “Word
''Wool

should be neglected.
corporately. All such is to take place under
Frame suggests the worshipper approach the supervision and oversight of the elders,
these services with attitudes including rev
rev- so that what takes place is orderly and ScripScrip
erence,joy,
erence, joy, sorrow, faith, love, boldness, fafa tural.
milial intimacy. These emotions ought to
Frame then moves into a lengthy discus
discusarise from our interaction with the living sion of music in the church. Music, he says,
God. God is to speak with us, and we are to can be appended to any aspect of worship
speak with Him. Frame proposes that all the to vivify, vitalize, or commemorate it. Mu
Muitems of worship listed above are means of sic helps the Word get into our hearts, and it
doing one of these two things.
makes our words to God beautiful in His
God speaks with us, Frame contends, ear. Having said this, Frame enumerates sevsev
through the Word of God and the sacra
sacra- eral
era! reasons why music in the church is so
ments. The Word is to be publicly read as controversial today, and then examines sev
sevwell as preached and taught. The ability to eral
era! specific controversies - Psalmody, in
inteach is demanded of the elder, but the act is struments and instrumental music, choirs,
not restricted to him (Luke 4:16-19).
4: 16-19). Frame soloists, dancing, lifting hands, and clap
clapfurther argues that women are allowed to ping, to name a few. Each of these, he says,
teach, but not as elders (Titus 2:4-5, Acts meets with Scriptural precedent. While we
18:24-28).All
teachingmustb
18:24-28). All teaching
must be
intelligible, ought always to be prudent and orderly in
eintelligible,
clear, and edifying to the congregation. The doing these things, we ought not to deny
sacraments, he says, function as signs and their legitimacy. To do so is to use the regu
regusymbols, and speak to us by reminding
remindjng us lative principle to perpetuate the status quo.
of the truths of the Word.
Frame concludes with guidelines for the
In response to God’s
God's word, we speak to selection of hymns and an anecdote from
Him. We do this by prayer, the recitation of his own church.
creeds, confessions (which may also serve " Peculiar to Frame is the fact that he disaldisal
a teaching function), and through both con
con- lows any creativity in worship, and yet under
undergregational and individual responses.
stands the regulative principle to allow more
Among valid individual responses, Frame than it is typically thought to. Rather than his
lists individual testimonies, requests for motivation being personal preference, he
prayer, leading of prayer, the suggestion of makes honest and fervent effort to discover
or teaching of new songs for the his principles from the Scriptures. He makes
congregation's
congregation’s meditation, asking questions, constant reference to them. Therefore, though
and offering insights from individual Bible controversial in some of his opinions, Frame’s
Frame's
study. These enable the laity to participate work
worlc certainly stands worthy of careful evalu
evaluand thereby praise God both personally and ation and prayerful consideration.

Profs Expla
Explain
Subjects
in Their Subje
cts

of God,”
God," theology is foundational to philoso
philosophy, or to correct philosophy at least.
least
The formal discussion was closed by Dr.
Davis, who challenged Dr. McLelland’s
McLelland's defi
definitions, particularly of philosophy. Davis ques
questioned who "owned"
“owned” eitherterm,
and suggested
eitherterm,ands
uggested
mostly-seriously that philosophy should be
mostly-seriously
defined as "deep
“deep clear thinking about imporimpor
stuff:' More specifically he suggested that
tant stuff.”
philosophy is the "pursuit
“pursuit of theform
fonn of con
conclusions to questions that we care about”
about" All
conclusions require matter, however, and this
matter depends on what kind of data you al
allow. Christians allow supernatural data, and
thus are among those who can deal with theo
theological questions in a philosophical manner.
''I have no problem with the idea of philosophi
“I
philosophical theology,”
theology;' Davis said
said.
The meeting then turned to each member
of the panel answering the views of the other
two. Davis persisted in trying to bring the two
sides together, while seeming to lean more to
t<>wards the position of Dennison. It was at this
time that some of the most interesting ideas
were brought to the floor, but there was still a
problem. It seemed like the three were not re
really arguing at all. It did not seem that
McLelland was
wasarguing
arguing against the importance
of theology or the source of knowledge. He
simply continued to assert that any assertion
was fundamentally philosophical. Dennison
did not seem to disagree with this notion but
simply wanted to make the point for the foun
foundational importance of theology. Davis seemed
to hold this position as well. He summarized .

~ - - · · _ , . __ ..__. 1, ~.;..__.,.TI~ - - - . . . , _ _.;.._ __

___,....._~

were once again disappointed. It seems that
the apparent dissonance by saying that philosophy is foundational to theology, but it
Dennison was focusing on the “order
be also seems that theology is foundational to
"order of being" (God and His Word are indeed the source philosophy, since the way we view God will
ing”
of all else) while McLelland was discussing have an impact on the way we view reality. In
the "order
“order of meaning”
meaning" (and indeed we ap
ap- short, perhaps there are elements of truth in
piuach theology with philosophical categories, each conception.
proach
Kara Griffith contributed to the summary
working backward, in practice, to God). He
each professor’
professor'ss position.
said that the discussion was revolving more ofeach,
around definitions than
the actual relationship of
the two
mu areas.
When the floor was
opened for questions
from the audience, the
0
discussion was still cen
cen...,,._
tered on what seemed like
two sides of the same
coin. The discussion
ended with Dr. Davis rere
minding us of the imporimpor
tance of theology. "I
“I
don't have aa, view on the
don’t
A
g
o
________
priority of philosophy or
theology one way or the
Whatever your blood
other;' he said, ''but
other,”
“but the
theO G N TEO N f
type, you can earn up to
ology is more important
1
$28() a
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month
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& io-S«rvtc«a., Inc.
81o-9ervlcH
lno.
$280
by
....Philosophy
doesn’t de
Philosophy doesn't
de3815
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fine all questions. Phi
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losophy never asks ‘What
'What
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modern
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In the final analysis,
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Leah Reisig
Teresa Fink
Staff Writers

The Bagpipe: How long have you been
here?
Bill Higgins: Forever.
BP: That's
That’s a long time.
BH: Have you ever heard the song "Ho“Ho
You can check out any time
tel California"
California”....
. .You
you like, but you can never leave.
that's what Covenant is.
BP: And that’s
goodBH: Yeah, boy, I have been here, good
anness gracious, 20 years in one way or an
other.
BP: So you've
you’ve been coming and going?
BH: Well yeah, but mostly here in one
capacity or another.
BP: Why did you come here originally?
BH: I was a student.
BP: Did you graduate here?
BH: I did.
BP: What was your degree?
studBH: I majored in Interdisciplinary stud
ies: Bible, philosophy, history, and a minor
in Greek - and I was the last person ever to
graduate at this institution with a minor in
Greek.
don’t even have a minor in
BP: They don't
Greek anymore do they?
BH: And they never will. They talk about
won't be as good as
it. But even if they do it won’t
the original. It took eight semesters worth.
evYou had to have eight semesters of it, so ev
ery semester you were here you had it.
de
I've heard you have some other deBP: I’ve
grees beyond Covenant College.
BH: Yeah, a few.
BH:Yeah,
Namely ...
BP: Namely...

BH: I took a Master of Arts in TheologiTheologi
Testacal Studies with an emphasis on New Testa
ment. I took a Master of Sacred Theology,
and a Master of Theology with an emphasis
in Puritan History and Puritan Theology. And
I took a Ph.D. in Christian Thought with an
emphasis in Theology.
BP: Where did you study all of these?
BH: I took those from Whitfield TheoTheo
logical Seminary. I did some doctoral work
Univerin their Doctoral Ed. Program at the Univer
probTennessee - 1I never reached that; prob
sity of Tennesseeably never will.
BP: I feel a little intimidated now. That's
That’s
pretty amazing. Why, with all those degrees,
are you still here?
BH: I already answered that. This is HoHo
tel California. You can check out any time
you like, get more degrees, do whatever you
want
- but, you can't
can’t ever leave. I've
I’ve got the
wantbest of every world. Every now and then I
can teach something if I want to. I still go
down and teach some things at the seminary
I've taught an occasional course
in Florida. I’ve
I've taught quite a number of years in
here. I’ve
the Quest program.
BP: So do you enjoy teaching?
don't think I'd
BH: Yeah, but I don’t
I’d want to do
it all day every day. I have this wonderful
feeling come finals when all the professors
get hollow eyes grading all those papers, and
I have my screwdriver. I like electrical things
of any kind of variety. And where else would
I get to do Madrigal things, drama things.
BP: Your pretty involved in the drama club
BP:Yourprettyinvolvedinthedramaclub
aren't you?
aren’t
BH: Actually, with the actual club I've
I’ve
only done two things. I've
I’ve done more in
chapel and on my own.

MadBP: How long have you been doing Mad
rigals?
BH: I don’t
don't know for sure. Probably ten
years, maybe more.
BP: What other jobs do you have here?
I'm doing right
BH: Mostly just what I’m
now: electrical shop, taking care of all those
lovely fluorescent lights, installing a new
dimming system in the Chapel.
BP: What do you like best about your job?
boar's head
BH: The variety. Making the boar’s
wouldn't do too well in an every
flame. I wouldn’t
day, same ol'
oF thing situation.
You've been here at Covenant a long
BP: You’ve
time. What changes have you seen in the
school and/or students for good or bad?
it's a totally different
BH: In some ways it’s
place than it was when I was here. The food
is a lot better, there is more variety. It was
actually more of a family atmosphere. You
knew everybody. You also tended to have
family squabbles, and so in one sense the
average student now will probably be more
?O's,
sweet than the average student of the 70’s,
not quite as tart. There were students who
went out and chained themselves to a tree,
"You're not
telling the construction workers, ‘You’re
tree." Administratively
going to bulldoze this tree.”
things are a bit different as well. I have seen
three different presidents. Each one has their
own strengths and weaknesses. The faculty
purhas much more of a unified sense of pur
corning now who
pose. There are faculty coming
cannot relate to the old school of thought.
The whole understanding of the central core
averpurpose is a lot more varied now. The aver
age student was not as affluent as the ones
now. There was more work-study, so they
cerwere a bit busier than they are now. We cer
tainly have a lot more variety now in terms

of academic options - there was no such
thing as study abroad. Maybe one student
out of five hundred might go do something
in Israel for a short while, but there were
hardly any study abroad options.
BP: What about the quality of education?
BH: That depends on the department. We
seriously stressed to the faculty a concern
can't get it
that the incoming students just can’t
doesn't have as much to do
anymore. This doesn’t
with us, as it does with the schools that are
sending them to us. So you adjust, try to do
some more remedial stuff. I think that in the
70’s
?O's we were head and shoulders above our
peers. Today the same can be said for the
quality of our instruction and the quality of
our graduates. In some departments we are
light-years ahead of other institutions.
BP: So talk about Ireland.
BH: Ireland is the most beautiful place in
all the world. There are 40 shades of green even in the winter. The Irish Sea itself is
green. You fly over from England and you
corning out. And you
see the Emerald Isle coming
see the green waters. There is no place in the
don't go with me to
world like it. If you don’t
Mexico City in the spring, which you really
should do, you owe it to yourself to go with
Dot to Ireland.
BP: What are your plans for the future?
BH: I'm
I’m working with a mission that is
involved with a group of Indians in Mexico.
tarThey are one of the groups that was first tar
geted by Wycliffe. We are attempting to train
Indians to carry on from that foundation, and
I'd be
start a seminary branch down there. I’d
able to do that from here. Within three years
wodcing seminary.
we should have an active working
So for the present, I’ll
I'll be sticking around
here.

Book Review: Real Guide to Grad School
Rick Quinn
Guest Writer
The Real Guide to Grad School: What
HuYou Better Know Before You Choose; Hu
manities and Social Sciences, Eds. Robert
E. Clark & John Palatella, Lingua Franca,
New York, 1997.
A liberal arts undergraduate education
is a valuable asset to those who value the
ability to read, write, and think critically.
In fact many of you, intellectually intrigued
by the questions within your discipline,
hope to attend graduate school. Yet, the
prospect of finding a graduate school is a
new and difficult challenge. The Real
Guide to Grad School will give you the
ensolid basis for successful grad school en
try and completion in the humanities/social science programs that you want to
study.
What makes The Real Guide different
than the standard Peterson's
Peterson’s Guide inquiry
prointo the same issues of grad school pro
files and admissions requirements? Where
Peterson’s
Peterson's gives the barest essentials, The
gradu
Real Guide furnishes insight into the graduate school itself. Upon reading, you will
not only learn about admission require
requirements with deadlines and timetables but
also the sources for financial aid. Going

deeper, analyzing the very culture of post
postinterbaccalaureate education, through inter
views with hundreds of grad students and
you’ll learn what to expect day
professors, you'll
by day, and year by year. From the disdis
gusting competition jockeying for position
as a first year student, to the joy of student
teaching and what professors expect from
their research assistants. From admissions,
to financial aid, to emerging trends in
academia, The Real Guide gives the lowdis
down on what expectations different disciplines have for grad students.
Speaking of disciplines, how about 20-25
histo
pages of extremely current intellectual histories of such disciplines as, archeology, art
history, classics, communications, film stud
studies, geography, linguistics, musicology, or
women’s
That’s beside the standard
women's studies? That's
American and European history, English,
various Languages, Philosophy, Psychology,
Sociology, and Religion. Each discipline has
current school rankings, sub-disciplinary
rankings (e.g. the #2 school for a Straussian
interpretation in Political Science is Johns
Hopkins, or the #1 school in Neoclassical
Economics is Chicago), relevant publications
read"further read
and associations or societies, “further
ing”
ing" sections, web addresses for more search
information, plus an 18 page section on “Who
'Who
Where." These fruitful surveys
Got Hired Where.”

even cover such current
figures as Julia Kristeva,
FouFritz Stem, Michel Fou
cault, Domna
Dornna Stanton,
Ruth Millikan, and Wil
William Labov.
Certainly this book
is not the be-all and endall of your questions
concerning graduate
concerning
school. But it is the most
helpful beginning that I
have seen. It seems so
thorough; I wondered
when it would end. Plus,
as a gift to us from Lin
lingua Franca, it’s
it's in the
library. In my opinion,
its greatest strength is its
greatest weakness: it is
so cutting edge that in
three to seven years it
may
be out of date. Nev
Nevmaybeoutofdate.
ertheless, come over to
the library and give it
some serious attention.
attention.
deThe book certainly de
proserves it, and the pro
spective grad student
could walk away wiser.
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President Brock and Willy Wonka:
What’s
What's the Connection?
Sarah Fluegge
Staff Writer
What do you like in your Pick-A-Mix
bag? Maybe peppermints, butterscotch
Covpieces, caramels, or cinnamon disks. Cov
enant College’s
College's President Frank Brock has
learned a lot about candy, and much about
being a Christian businessman from his
experience in his family’s
family's candy company.
Brock 's
W. E. Brock Sr., President Brock’s
grandfather, started the Brock Candy ComCom
Chatpany over 90 years ago. He came to Chat
tanooga in 1906, and bought out the Trigg
Candy Co.
Co. The company soon prospered
with the manufacturing of chocolates and
hard candies.
candies. W. E. Brock, Jr., joined the
company as a young man and worked there
his whole life. By basing their business
view,
worldview,
strategies and goals on a godly world
these men gave President Brock a good
example that he would later follow.
President Brock got an early start in the
company, helping to pack marshmallows
by the age of 10. In A Corporate Family
History ooff the Brock Candy Company by
“The girls at
Phillip R. Bellury he recalls, "The
the end of the line always knew when we
were packing because they would have to
remove the marshmallows with little black
fingerprints_;;
fingerprints.” He got a part-time job with
the company when he turned 16, and then
gradustarted for them full-time after he gradu
ated from the Harvard business school.
Eventually President Brock became the

executive vice-president and part owner in
busithe company, overseeing much of the busi
ness during the 1970's
1970’s and 1980's.
1980’s.
President Brock learned much about the
importance of people in his work in the
"One of the keys
candy company. He says, “One
of good business is getting, keeping, and
motivating good people who work for
you.” In 1974, the company was faced with
you."
probfinding a new facility. There were prob
lems with finding the money in the right
amount of time, and the executives were
under pressure. President Brock knew that
the answer could only be found in prayer,
and the employees were encouraged to
supplicatake the problem to the Lord in supplica
tion. Within a matter of weeks, a different
facility was found and a much-needed loan
came through.
through. In the book, President
"There were a lot of people
Brock says, “There
com
who had worked faithfully for the comapprepany for many years: people who appre
ciated the kindness of my father, and knew
him to be a godly man, people who knew
we were in trouble and who prayed for the
company.”
ancompany." For the more than adequate an
swer to their prayer requests, he believes
more than my prayers, I think it
it was "“ ......more
was the prayers of the people who worked
there.”
there."
The years spent working for the com
company were filled with learning experiences.
“One
learn
"One of the foolish things I did when learning about how to be a Christian businessman," Brock said, "was
nessman,”
“was putting

people in positions just because they were
Christians.”
Christians." His decisions, whether good
enor bad, helped him prepare for other en
“I learned about the imim
deavors. He said, "I
portance of planning, control, and decision-making—all
sion-making-all necessary in whatever
organization one is involved in, whether a
business."
church, school, or a business.”
President Brock left the company in
1985 to begin searching for a new career
society's
in which he could counteract society’s
moral decline in a Christ-centered way. His
search ended when he became director of
development at Covenant in 1986, and
later college president. The candy comcom
pany was bought by their competitor in
1994. Now, the company is known as the
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Which was your favorite chapel service this semester?
Josh Hinman: “The one right after Fall Break where the choir sang,
Scripture and poems were read and Rob Rayburn spoke on the fear of the
Lord.”
Nate Early: “Bill Higgins.”
Erin Farquhar: “The first week when we went through the college hymn.”
Caleb Monroe: “No.”
Michelle Thomas: “Today.” (The very last one with the Christmas car
ols.)
Grace White: “Christopher Parkening—he’s one of my favorite musi
cians!”
John Traver: “Dr. MacDougall.”
Julie Loud: “Ooh! The pan band!”
Matt Kimbrell: “I appreciated the student-led panel discussion on mod
esty.”
Pablo Varela: “President Brock’s.”
Shanna Barrett: “When Bob Haymes came and played.”
Amanda Easton: “The praise one led by Pam.”
Anonymous: “Dr. Graham’s sex chapel.”
Kristin Kelley: “Not the dead bunny chapel.”
Yon Gautsch: “The Caribbean people—with the drums.”
Alex Hobbs: “I liked the week the different pastors came. 1 thought that
was a really good idea.”

Covenant College

the Bagpipe
14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mtn., GA 30750

Brock and Brach Candy Company. The
nearest store is located on Market Street
in downtown Chattanooga.
favor-.
President Brock admits that his favor
ite kind of Brock’s
Brock's candy is the peanut
clusters. Of course, he has developed more
than just a sweet tooth from his years in
the family business. "The
“The most important
thing I learned was not how to conduct
prayer meetings, find a new logo, or hire
great employees,”
“The value of a
employees," he said. "The
Covenant education has taught me that the
most Christian thing you can do, is doing
what you can do well. For then, it was to
make good candy.”
candy." By making good candy
and running a godly business, President
Brock learned the importance of serving
“If you
customers, employees, and God. "If
“no matter
well," he says, "no
serve the Lord well,”
what you do, He will make you prosper."
prosper.”
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